Foot WAFFLE®

Custom

Changing ‘FOUR’ the better!
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1. Sloped Design mirrors the
natural shape of the leg as it
angles down the calf to the ankle,
securely holding the leg and foot
in place.
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2. Air-Filled Leg Straps offer
pressure ulcer prevention as
well as patient comfort across
the top of the leg and foot.
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3. Air-Filled ‘Pillow’ Pad at the
bottom of the foot comfortably
floats the patient’s foot and
assists in preventing ankle contractures as well as maintaining
normal ankle alignment for
patients with foot drop.
4. Air-Filled Foot Strap and
newly modified ankle section
prevents shifting of the foot
within the product.
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Foot WAFFLE®

Custom surrounds the lower limb in air.
Adjustable Foot End Flaps across the
bottom of the product accommodate multiple
foot widths and clinical applications.

Air-Filled Foot Strap safely prevents the
foot from shifting in the product.

Heel Flap floats the heel
or may be adjusted to
protect the heel.

Lower Profile Design across the
bottom of the product aides in holding
the foot in proper alignment.

Wider Opening across the
top of the leg allows for more
air circulation.

Indications for use:

WAFFLE Heel Elevator®

Custom

The WAFFLE Heel Elevator
Custom has the same enhanced
features and benefits of the
Foot WAFFLE Custom, only it
fits lower on the patient’s leg.

Heel and lower extremity
protection and healing therapy thru Stage IV pressure
ulcers. Deep tissue injury
protection.

The Heel Elevator comes in one
convenient size, and fits most
patients. Consider using Foot
WAFFLE Custom for extremely
large or small calf sizes.

Single Patient Use.
Latex Free.

Ordering Information
Foot WAFFLE
Size

Custom
Product Code

Calf Circumference

Warranty

Small

503FW

10” - 11.5”

90 Day

Medium

504FW

12” - 14”

90 Day

Large

505FW

14.5” - 18”

90 Day

Calf Circumference

Warranty

One Size Fits Most

90 Day

Heel Elevator

Custom
Product Code
545CX
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